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ABSTRACT

Patient generated data, or personal clinical data, is considered an important aspect in improving patient outcomes. However, personal clinical data is difficult to collect and manage due to its distributed nature. For example, they can be located in multiple places such as doctors’ offices, radiology centers, hospitals, or some clinics. Another factor that can make personal clinical data difficult to manage is that it can be heterogeneous data types such as text, images, charts, or paper-based documents. In case of emergencies, this situation makes personal clinical data retrieval very difficult. In addition, since the amount and types of personal clinical data continue to grow, finding relevant clinical data when needed is getting more difficult if no action is taken. In response to such scenarios, we propose an untethered patient health record system that manages personal health data by utilizing meta-data that enables easy retrieval of clinical data. We incorporate cloud-based storage for easy access and sharing with caregivers to implement continuity of care and evidence-based treatment. In emergency cases, we make critical medical information such as current medications and allergies available to relevant caregivers with valid license numbers only. Clinical data needs to be stored or made accessible from one place for easy sharing and retrieval. Well-managed personal cloud space could outlive the lifetime of personal health records system (PHRS) since the discontinuity of the service does not affect the data stored in the cloud space. In our approach, we separate the clinical data from applications in order to make the data independent from the application. Also, the users can have alternative applications for their clinical data. Such independence motivates users to use PHRS with flexibility.

1. Introduction

For most people, healthcare is considered important as there has been significant increase in chronic diseases such as heart disease, cancer, diabetes and asthma. This requires continuous treatment, reduces quality of life, and increases overall medical expenses (The Growing Crisis of Chronic Disease in the United States) [1]. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), in the U.S. about 610,000 people die of heart disease every year. In addition, 26 million people suffer from Type I or Type II Diabetes, around 14 million have severe chronic respiratory problems such as Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), and 68 million have been diagnosed with hypertension [2]. However, many of these diseases can be prevented and managed through early detection, physical activities, a balanced diet and treatment therapy. Adopting PHRS could help improve patient outcomes. Recently, there has been more focus on preventive care and proactive measures such as monitoring and controlling patients’ symptoms. Nowadays, there are many mobile health applications and sensors such as blood pressure sensors, electrocardiogram sensors, blood glucose measuring devices, and others that are used for monitoring and controlling personal health. These apps and sensors produce personal health data that can be used for treatment purposes. If managed and handled properly, it can be considered patient-generated data. There are other types of personal health data that are available from various sources such as hospitals, doctor’s offices, clinics, radiology centers or any other caregivers. Aforementioned health documents are deemed as a personal health record (PHR). According to American Health Information Management Association (AHIMA) [3], PHR can be defined as an electronic, lifelong resource of health information.
needed by individuals to make health decisions. However, it is not easy to collect all the relevant personal health data because of the fact that they are in different data types, available from different sources, and stored in different media and devices. To overcome such difficulties, it is desirable to have personal health data in one place where users have full control over their own clinical data. In order to be useful, the clinical data should be sharable when needed for diagnosis and treatment. Without proper clinical information (medical history, allergies, current medications, and adverse reactions) medical mistakes could occur when making medical decisions due to insufficient information. Even if a patient has a complete medical history and all the necessary clinical data, if it is not shared properly among caregivers at the time of need, discontinuity in care may occur. In order to meet the needs of such scenario, PHRS should have the following properties: robust and private storage, easy retrieval and maintenance, secure, sharable, and able to handle emergency situations.

There are two types of PHRS: untethered and tethered. Untethered PHR is an independent PHRS where patients have full control over their own personal health records. They can collect, manage, and share their health records. On the other hand, tethered PHRS are linked to a specific healthcare providers’ EHR system, where the users typically gain easy access to their own records through secure portals and see their own clinical information such as test results, immunization records, family history, and other relevant information. They can also utilize secure messaging with their collaborating clinicians. The participating patients need to share the cost and the information with their care provider. However, these tethered records may not be complete since the information sources are from one provider only. Despite all the benefits PHRS provide, the adoption rate of PHR by the general public still remains low in the U.S. [4-6]. In our previous work [7], we identified six barriers (usability, ownership, interoperability, privacy and security, portability and motivation) that cause the slow adoption of PHRS. One of the main concerns for not having PHRS is the ownership issue. For example, one incident happened on January 1, 2012. Google Health™ System, one of the biggest PHRS providers, stopped its service and asked their registered customers to move their records to their computers or other PHRS vendors, which exacerbated ownership concerns by the public.

As an attempt to overcome some of the barriers, we propose an untethered PHRS that utilizes personal cloud storage, offers simplicity in organizing various kinds of clinical data by utilizing Dublin Core (DC) metadata, and provides easy access to emergency clinical data to paramedics or clinicians in case of emergency. DC metadata has been successfully applied in many areas, but since it is not specifically designed for clinical data, there are some limitations in its expressive power in the healthcare domain. In this research, we simplified the categorization of clinical data by human body part for easy retrieval of clinical data using DC, so users can manage their own clinical data without in-depth knowledge about clinical information. As a proof of our concept, we developed a system called My Clinical Record System (MCRS) to help users store, organize, retrieve, and share their clinical data with caregivers when needed, including in emergency situations. In an emergency situation, clinicians (e.g. physicians, paramedics, nurses, and others) can access patient’s data using their license numbers and the patient’s name and date of birth. Emergency information consists of current medication lists, known allergies, and side effects. By having complete medical history, MCRS users may be able to reduce medical errors and improve patients’ outcomes. It also ensures continuity of care by sharing personal clinical data among healthcare providers when needed. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work and in section 3 we focus on the clinical data’s type and format. In Section 4, we discuss how to solve the data organization and retrieval issues using DC metadata to facilitate better and more accurate data retrieval. Section 5 discusses cloud-based storage. In section 6, we discuss the current situation in the healthcare industry (AS-IS). Section 7 uses a scenario as an example. Section 8 discusses the solution domain. In section 9, we introduce MCRS as a proof of concept and finally we conclude our study and discuss our future work in section 10.

2. Literature Review

In [8], Fearon defined Meta-data as structured information that describes, explains, locates, or otherwise makes it easier to retrieve, use, or manage an information resource. However, metadata standards have not been employed by many repositories and most of the meta-data was generally descriptive, rather than administrative or for preservation [9]. In [10], Greenberg investigated the ability of resource authors to create acceptable metadata in an organizational web site at the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences in the U.S. The findings of their study indicate that resource authors can create better quality metadata when working with Dublin Core. In some circumstances, they may be able to create quality metadata better than a metadata professional. In [11], Talha developed their own metadata tool called Metadata Management System (MMS) to facilitate the creation, maintenance and storage of metadata. MMS supports two well-known metadata models, Dublin Core and SCORM 1.2 (IEEE Learning Object Metadata). The authors implemented their metadata tools in the Malaysia Grid for Learning (MyGfL). The results of the study indicate that MMS can substantially improve the discovery, retrieval management and control of web resources and learning objects in their MyGfL portal. In the healthcare domain, meta-data has been utilized as a method for confidentiality tags that indicate data sensitivity levels. This enables patients to give consent to the exchange of some parts of their health records (e.g. the medical diagnosis), while withholding consent for the exchange of other areas (e.g. a mental health counseling session) [12]. This work can help in increasing patients’ privacy and allow them with some freedom in exchanging their health records. However, their work focused on EHR, but did not incorporate PHRS, which limited the scope of their study. Other researchers have adopted the ontology approach to quickly search and access relevant and meaningful information among large numbers of CDA documents within healthcare providers’ systems (Electronic Health System), which in turn enables semantic interoperability[5, 13]. However, these studies were limited to one health data type (CDA), whereas health records include other data types such as images (e.g. x-rays, scanned documents, ultrasounds, and others), and observed symptoms noted by patients and clinical sensors’ data. In [14] Patel developed a system called TrialX, on top of PHR, where patients not only can search by keywords, as in ClinicalTrials.gov, but also by demographics (e.g. age, gender, city and study site). This system enables patients to match their health condition to clinical trials. This system can accelerate and improve
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the search results among health records. However, the authors did not take into account how to retrieve relevant clinical data since the amount and types of personal clinical data continue to grow, which makes it difficult to find such data. In [15], Appelboom reviewed the literature on smart wearable body sensors and found that these sensors are accurate and have clinical utility, but still are underutilized in the healthcare industry. These devices can be used to monitor physiological, cardiovascular and many other factors of health variables and transmit data either to a personal device or to an online storage site. The smart wearable body sensors are placed on different parts of the user’s body based on the purpose of the sensor device. For instance, the physical therapy sensor is placed on the ankle; the cardiopulmonary sensor can be placed on the wrists, fingers, arms or thighs.

In [16], Zhang developed an application to apply meta-data efficiently on clinical trial data. The authors chose Microsoft Excel due to the wealth of built-in features (e.g. spell checking, sorting, filtering, finding, replacing, importing and exporting data capabilities), which contribute to the ease of use, power, and flexibility of the overall meta-data application. They focused on the analysis process in a drug development environment such as adverse clinical events (ACE), Electrocardiogram (ECG), laboratories (LAB), and vital signs (VITAL), where the raw data is stored in the clinical trial database and then the data can be manipulated.

Another study in [17], Teitz developed a website called HealthCyberMap with the goal of mapping Internet health information resources in novel ways for enhanced retrieval and navigation. They used Protégé-2000 to model and populate a qualified DC RDF meta-data base. They also extended the DC elements by adding quality and location elements. Also, the W3C RDFPic project extends the DC schema by adding its own elements such as camera, film, lens and film development date for describing and retrieving digitized photos. In [18], Ekblaw built a system (RedRec) to enable patients to access their medical health records across health providers (e.g. pediatrician, university physician, dentist, employer health plan provider, specialists, and others). Their system applies novel, blockchain smart contracts to create a decentralized content-management system for healthcare data across providers. RedRec governs medical records access while providing the patient with the ability to share, review, and post new records via flexible interface. The raw medical record content is kept securely in providers’ existing data storage. However, when the patient wants to retrieve data from their provider’s database, their Database Gatekeeper checks authentication. If it is approved, the Gatekeeper retrieves the relevant data for the requester and allows a sync with the local database.

In order to solve interoperability problems in exchanging clinical data, in [19], Dogac proposed archetypes to overcome the interoperability problems. They provided guidelines on how ebXML Registries can be used as an efficient medium for annotating, storing, discovering and retrieving archetypes. They also used ebXMLWeb services to retrieve data from clinical information systems. An archetype is defined as “a reusable, formal expression of a distinct, domain-level concept such as “blood pressure”, “physical ex-amination”, or “laboratory results”, expressed in the form of constraints on data whose instances conform to some reference model”[19]. However, these studies are not comprehensive. Their limitations come from: focus only on one health data type, do not take into account PHR, lack of retrieving relevant clinical data, and overlook emergency access to medical records. Our proposed approach overcomes these limitations. Our study is comprehensive, which covers many different clinical and nonclinical documents such as images (e.g. x-rays, scanned documents, ultrasounds, and others), text (e.g. CDA, CCR, CCD, and others), and observed symptoms noted by patients and their clinical sensors’ data. This can organize these various data types in a way that can help in storing and retrieving such data in an efficient way.

3. Clinical Data

In this section, we describe the types, formats, and sources of clinical data.
3.1. Measurements data from portable medical devices, sensors, or mobile application

One way to collect measurement data is through explicit clinical sensors. A clinical sensor is a device that responds to a physical stimulus and transmits a resulting impulse for interpretation or recording. Some sensors are designed to work outside the human body, while others can be implanted within the human body [20]. In this research, we are referring to clinical sensors for homecare settings, such as blood oxygen monitors, thermometers for body temperature, heart rate sensors, blood pressure sensors, and others. In addition to these textual data types, there can be non-textual data generated from sensors such as electrocardiogram measurement devices. The clinical sensors play a major role in healthcare, including early detection of diseases, diagnosis, disease monitoring and treatment monitoring.

Another method to collect measurement data is through mobile apps. For instance, most smartphones (e.g. Android or iOS) offer health and fitness apps that help users monitor their daily activities and health (e.g. track diet and nutrition calories, track vital signs, track fitness progress, share health data with their doctor electronically, and others). The data collected from these applications can be sent as a message or an email attachment to whom the users want to share it with. For interoperability, the collected data needs to be in standard format, such as HL7 CDA or in standard code such as SNOMED-CT.

3.2. Observed Symptoms

Patients sometimes experience particular symptoms (e.g. chest pain, nausea, vomiting, shortness of breath and others). If the patient notices such symptoms, they should be recorded and shared with their physician for proper treatment. If these symptoms are not shared with their physician, due to incomplete information, misdiagnosis could occur. When patients are recording, the observed symptoms should be described in standardized code such as SNOMED-CT. This will allow semantic interoperability, since the same symptoms can be described in multiple ways. Without codified descriptions, there can be discrepancies about the perceptions regarding symptoms between patients, nurses, or physicians [21].
3.3. Images

Most of the medical imaging machines produce standard image format called Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM). DICOM is defined as the international standard for medical images and related information (ISO 12052). There are two types of clinical data images: images that are based on DICOM standard (e.g. x-rays, Computed Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance (MR), and ultrasound devices) and scanned documents. The DICOM format combines images and meta-data that describes the medical imaging procedure. Accessing data in DICOM files becomes as easy as working with TIFF or JPEG images [22]. On the other hand, the scanned documents (e.g. PDF/ JPEG) are difficult to retrieve because the content is not searchable. For example, some physicians write notes on clinical forms while diagnosing their patients and then type them on the computer. They also sometimes scan the notes and upload them to the patient records. Either way is time consuming, difficult to retrieve in a timely manner, and consumes relatively large storage space. In addition, the patient may have more than one doctor or may have been treated by many healthcare providers, which in turn fragments his/her records. So when patients obtain their records, they mostly receive them either printed out or sent as an email attachment. This makes it difficult to retrieve scanned documents because its content cannot be retrieved by computers. To alleviate such issues, we have utilized meta-data to describe such medical documents so computerized retrieval and systematic organization are possible.

3.4. Clinical Document

Clinical documentation (CD) is a computerized record describing a medical treatment, medical trial or clinical test, which can be exchanged among healthcare providers [23]. EHR data may be collected from healthcare providers. There are four types of clinical document formats: Continuity of Care Record (CCR), Clinical Document Architecture (CDA), Continuity of Care Document (CCD), and Consolidated CDA (C-CDA). All of which allow healthcare providers to exchange clinical information summary about a patient. However, CCR was excluded from the 2014 edition of EHR Certification, which is a standard certification criteria for EHRs that was established by The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) and the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC), as a valid way to send summary of care documents. Hence, the content from a CCR was merged into a CDA format and called Continuity of Care Document (CCD). C-CDA includes nine different types of commonly used CDA documents such as CDD, consultation notes, discharge summary, imaging integration, DICOM diagnostic imaging reports, history and physical, operative note, progress note, procedure note, and unstructured documents. Each C-CDA Document Template was designed to satisfy a specific information exchange situation.

In the following subsection, we will discuss the difference between these formats (CCR, CDA, and CCR):

- CCR documents provide a snapshot of treatment and basic patient information such as diagnosis and reason for referral between healthcare providers. It also uses only specified XML code and does not support narrative text (free-text), which hinders physicians from writing notes if needed, and it is not electronically acceptable by all systems.
- CDA documents are a flexible standard which can be read by the human eye or processed by machine due to the use of XML language. It is based on the HL7 Reference Information Model (RIM), and uses HL7 V3 data types. CDA can be transported using different methods such as HL7 V2, HL7 V3, DICOM, MIME-encoded attachments, HTTP, or FTP. CDA documents can include text, images and even multimedia.
- CCD documents are not a complete medical history of the patient but it includes only the information critical to effectively provide continuity of care. Its primary purpose is exchanging patient information between different healthcare providers. It is based on XML standard and can be displayed on a web browser using style sheet. It also allows narrative text which is an advantage over other standards like CCR [24].

When using untethered PHRS, patients are responsible for collecting clinical data from their healthcare providers or from their own patient-generated measurement data and keeping it in their own personal cloud space. For example, CDA, CCR and CCD can be obtained from healthcare providers, X-rays can be obtained from the radiology department, and lab test results can be obtained from the test lab or doctor’s office. Patients can share their health records with their clinicians by either electronically transmitting or granting access to their storage through the PHRS. If electronic sharing is not allowed, the patient may download the file and make hardcopies or store them in a USB, CD, or other mediums for sharing [25].

3.5. Meta-data

There are two different methods of storing meta-data. In the first method, meta-data can be embedded in the data (e.g. in the header of a digital file). The advantages of this option are ensuring that the meta-data will not be lost, eliminating the need for linking data and meta-data, and updating the data and meta-data together. In the second method, meta-data can be stored separately. The advantage of this option is that it can simplify the management of meta-data and can expedite the retrieval of the data [8]. In our approach, we employed the latter method to accelerate the retrieval of clinical data and to enhance expressive power. However, in this method, there can be inconsistencies between meta-data and clinical data. This can occur when transitioning to a new platform, integration between different systems or sharing data across multiple systems [12]. There are many meta-data formats that have been accepted internationally including: Dublin Core (DC), Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC), Encoded Archival Description (EAD), and Government Information Locator Service (GILS) [26]. Some of the metadata standards/schemas are generic, while others are domain-specific. For example, SCORM 1.2 (IEEE LOM) is used for educational approaches and rights management; Friend of a Friend (FOAF) is used for people and organizations; Simple Knowledge Organization (SKOS) is used for concept collections; Asset Description Metadata Schema (ADMS) is used for describing semantic interoperability assets; and Dublin Core is used for published material (text, images).
Generic metadata formats, such as Dublin Core, tend to be easy to use and widely adopted. In this study, we adopted DC metadata because it was developed for author-generated metadata, supports resource sharing and interoperability among information systems, has the broadest level of commonality of elements, extensibility, international acceptability and the flexibility it provides for extensions to the basic elements.

DC metadata solves one of the major issues in using meta-data among healthcare systems, which lacks interoperability [7]. Therefore, among these different metadata formats, DC metadata is the most appropriate format that aligns with our approach.

Meta-data benefits personal health record management in many ways. These benefits include the following:

- Consistency in definitions: properly defined tags provide structured information about the clinical data stored.
- Clarification of the relationships: meta-data can be used to clarify the relationships among the clinical items by defining categories and associated relationships within the category. We have defined each tag in DC for clinical purposes. When the data is uploaded or modified, the corresponding meta-data is required to update as well.

3.6. Meta-data Management

Meta-data management ensures that the data is associated with the datasets and utilized efficiently throughout and across organizations. Data governance is needed for successful meta-data implementation so it can provide trustworthy, timely and relevant information to decision makers, as well as personal users. For successful implementation, data governance must be aligned with the intended purposes of the users or organizations. This means that a data governance program starts by specifying its strategy, goals and the scope of its success. An organization needs to define the three data governance pillars including policies, people (and people skills), and processes. Once the above steps are in place, the organization can determine the best tools and technology to implement its data governance initiative [27].

3.7. Dublin Core Meta-data for Clinical Use

The DC Meta-Data Initiative (DCMI), is an open organization supporting innovation in meta-data design and best practices across the meta-data ecology. The DC Meta-data consists of 15 optional elements including: title creator, subject, description, publisher, contributor, date, type, format, identifier, source, language, relation, coverage and rights.

In this study, we defined the usage of DC Meta-data elements for clinical purposes to describe and retrieve clinical data efficiently as shown in Table 1. Some of the meta-data elements - title subject, description, type, data and resource - are required for the integrity of data. These elements must be present for every clinical data item. The optional fields can be skipped, but if it has been filled, the metadata quality will be increased.

Table 1: Meta-data schema for PHR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC. Title</td>
<td>The title of the document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC. Creator</td>
<td>The author of the document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC. Subject</td>
<td>Subject of the document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC. Description</td>
<td>Description of the document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC. Relation</td>
<td>- One of the body parts (Thorax, Abdomen, Heart, extremities, Integumentary, Head, Urinary or Reproductive) - This element is linked to the subject element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC. Date</td>
<td>Date of meta data creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC. Type</td>
<td>Type will be used for lab tests (blood work, urinalysis, fecal sample, nasopharyngeal sample, oropharyngeal sample and others) or images (x-ray, cat scan/ CT, Ultrasound, Magnetic resonance/MR, Scanned Document, Electrocadiogram, EKG/ or ECG, CDA, C-CCD and others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC. Format</td>
<td>PDFs, Text, JPEGs, TIFFs, HL7 CDA, and others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC. Identifier</td>
<td>Optional Document ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC. Language</td>
<td>English and other languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC. Coverage</td>
<td>Geographical and time-related information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC. Rights</td>
<td>Copyright and access rights (secured or unsecured)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC. Source</td>
<td>Data source</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Healthcare Processes

4.1. AS-IS Healthcare Processes

Some of the issues that the current healthcare industry is having include discontinuity of care and unacceptably high rates of medical mistakes due to unavailable patient medical records at the time of need. Some of the factors that cause these issues are listed below and illustrated in the Figure 1. (the numbers listed below correspond to the numbers in the Figure 1)

- Personal clinical data is difficult to collect and manage because they are located over multiple places such as doctor’s offices, radiology centers, hospitals, or some clinics (1).
- Heterogeneous data types such as text, images, charts, or paper-based documents (2) [8].
- Discontinuity of care due to lack of communication among caregivers. This is caused by distributed and fragmented medical information (3).
- Lack of evidence-based treatment due to limited access to medical records (4).
- Medical errors due to incomplete medical history or access to emergency health information (e.g. allergies, current medication list, side effects, and others) at the time of need (5). According to Sunyaev. [28], most PHRS do not offer built-in emergency access to the record, except through third-party services that are available for HealthVault. For example, Microsoft Health Vault provides users with
access codes that can be given to emergency responders and other people they trust to allow access to the emergency information.

- Limited doctor availability. For instance, patients may need to be seen on the weekend or on a holiday when their doctor’s office is closed (6).

4.2. Scenario for the Need of PHRS

John was suffering from tiredness and lack of energy for the past 4 weeks. He has several chronic conditions (type 2 diabetes, chronic kidney disease, chronic lower back pain, generalized anxiety disorder, hypothyroidism, coronary artery disease and congestive heart failure) and is on multiple medications prescribed by his PCP, cardiologist, psychiatrist and pain management doctor. John had recently requested to become one of Dr. Smith’s patients. After multiple attempts, Dr. Smith was able to obtain some of his previous medical records. Dr. Smith also was interested in reviewing his previous medical diagnoses and prior/current medications. Unfortunately, there was no integration of the records and medications taken. After several interviews with John and his wife, Dr. Smith was able to determine that the patient was using the same type of long-acting insulin twice a day because one had the generic name and the other the commercial or brand name. The patient was supposed to use this insulin once a day only. This patient’s error kept his glucose at very low levels in blood which led to constant tiredness and lack of energy. Once the dose was corrected, the patient felt better. The immediate access to medical and prescription information would have allowed Dr. Smith to identify the error faster and provide him with the ability to take prompt corrective measures.

4.3. Solution Concept (TO-BE) Processes

To have continuity of care, medical records must be shared and care must be coordinated among different healthcare providers. Availability of necessary medical records could help prevent medical mistakes and enable evidence-based decisions at the point of care. It would be convenient to have clinical data stored in the same place for easy sharing and retrieval. Well-managed personal cloud space could outlive the lifetime of PHRS since clinical data is stored independently. In our approach, we separate the clinical data from applications to make the data independent from the application. Also, the users can have alternative applications to access their clinical data. Such independence helps clinical data outlive its applications. Our proposed solution concepts are illustrated in the Figure 2. In the Figure, the clinical data is separated from the application for data independence. The numbers in the Figure 2 correspond to the problems listed in the Figure 1.

5. My Clinical Record System (MCRS): A Proof of Concept

As mentioned in the introduction, there are a number of obstacles in collecting and maintaining personal health data. In an attempt to remove such obstacles, we developed a web-based system called My Clinical Record System (MCRS) that can help users to upload, organize, share, and retrieve relevant health data.

5.1. Overview of MCRS

Some of the main features of MCRS are listed below:

- Users can search their cloud storage not only by keyword, but also by any of the meta-data elements using document finder search features. They also can search by two elements such as subject and date in order to filter data by
showing more relevant data. Additionally, they can find a group of records based on a date range they specify.

- MCRS allows users to share their health records with their physicians using the share document feature as shown in the Figure 3.
- MCRS helps users to create meta-data for any documents (textual and non-textual data) and upload them to their cloud storage. For the non-textual data generated from sensors such as electrocardiogram (ECG) measurement devices, the users can scan them or take a picture and then upload them as an image or use a plotted number. Thus, the user will be able to include such data into their PHR and share it with their healthcare providers. MCRS also helps to retrieve those documents easily and can direct the users to its location if more information is needed.
- To overcome the ownership barrier, we separate the clinical data from applications, which will give the users more freedom by not limiting them to one provider or application. Also, their data is saved on their own storage, thus we do not have to store it in our system.
- To overcome the interoperability barrier, we used DC standards to describe any clinical data using our tag definition. The DC meta-data content for doctor visit summary document is shown in the Figure 4 and in the Figure 5.

![Figure 2: Solution Concept](image)

![Figure 3: Sharing Health Records with Physician](image)

![Figure 4: DC Meta-data Content for Doctor Visit Summary](image)

![Figure 5: Visualization of the Meta-data](image)

![Figure 6: Emergency Access with Valid License Number](image)
Figure 7: Emergency Information

- The easy access to users’ health data and the ability to contribute to their record enhances users’ motivation to use PHR.

- MCRS enables emergency clinical data access by emergency crew only with valid license number. We use the National Provider Identifier (NPI), patient name, and date of birth for the emergency medical information access as shown in the Figure 6. MCRS uses the Application Programming Interface (API) that was provided by NPPES NPI Registry in order to verify the NPI. Emergency information contains allergies, current medication list, and side effects. This information is updated regularly by patients as shown in the Figure 7. It also contains any references to the time of the last update.
  
  - Healthcare providers apply for NPI using the National Plan and Provider Enumeration System (NPPES) [29].
  - NPI can be validated through NPPES NPI Registry.

5.2. Using MCRS

We use patient’s Dropbox access token to allow the connection between Dropbox and MCRS, so patients can have their own storage and have the ability to provide access to their storage through MCRS when needed. This allows users to keep their own data without binding to any specific application. MCRS contains no clinical data as they are stored in the patient’s cloud storage. Patients need accounts for Dropbox and MCRS separately.

5.3. Personal Cloud Storage

Cloud storage is a place where users can store their data and access it anytime, from anywhere, and from any device via the Internet. It is maintained, managed and operated by cloud storage service providers such as Google, Amazon, or Microsoft Cloud storage services have many advantages such as cost savings, ease of use, ability to share data, accessibility, and sustainability. Personal Cloud Storage (PCS) is getting more popular because of the aforementioned convenience. Any cloud storage service provider may be used (SugarSync, Carbonite, iDrive, Dropbox, Google Drive, and others) for storing personal clinical data as long as they provide required functionality and security. For testing purposes, we chose Dropbox™ as cloud storage. However, for practical use, secure cloud storage services that are HIPAA complaint can be used for privacy and security purposes, such as Dropbox (Business), Box, Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive, and Carbonite [30]. The contents of each storage are described by DC meta-data for interoperability. In the case that data has embedded meta-data, we create another layer of meta-data so entire contents can be retrieved through our DC meta-data.

5.4. Managing Health Data

MCRS categorizes clinical data based on human body parts. There are eight categories: abdomen, heart, head, thorax, extremities, integumentary, urinary, and reproductive, as shown in Table 2. Any clinical data will be stored and linked based on these categories using the relation and subject tag elements of the DC meta-data. We kept the categories to a minimum so it can be simple enough to be used by patients. Users can specify the category (the human body part of interest) when searching for relevant clinical data, so it can show only the clinical documents (e.g. doctor visit summary, x-ray, and others) that are related to that part.

When using the relationships between the resource (DC subject) and target resource (DC relation), it is possible to combine the result to a greater scope, e.g. instead of eyes and ears, it can be categorized by head. This can be done by predefining each part of the human body and associating it with its related category in the system. Also, we have constrained the DC subject to a small core set that can be selected from a drop-down menu (all possible parts of the human body) to best describe the subjects (as shown in the Figure 8). When the users select the subject element, the DC relation field will be populated automatically with the associated part of its related category. For example, when a user searches by keyword (e.g. head) and chooses the element (e.g. relation), the search results will be filtered and show only all clinical documents that are relevant to the head (e.g. eyes, ears, brain, mouth, teeth, nose, and chin) as shown in the Figure 9. This is a less time-consuming method to filter the data instead of showing all documents as shown in the Figure 10. Also, the user can filter the search by date if they need to specify a period of time to find clinical documents.

Figure 8: Create DC Meta-data
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record system to help achieve such goals. Our proposed system, MCRS, provides a method to collect and organize heterogeneous personal health data using DC meta-data. The retrieval of the organized data was completed by the reorganized DC tags, which allowed the organization of clinical data by body parts for easy retrieval. Finally, we allowed access to personal emergency clinical data to emergency crew only by their license number at the time of need. In the future, we plan to expand the usage of clinical data collected from the application to analyze and identify the regional characteristics in health mapping to build better public policy for the nation. Our experiment was limited to one healthcare provider using the clinical data from that provider. Also, the data collection was limited due to the patient privacy regulations in the healthcare industry.
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Table 2: Human Body Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body categories</th>
<th>Body parts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The abdomen</td>
<td>Contains diaphragm, stomach, liver, gallbladder, pancreas, small intestine, large intestine, cava, spleen, and others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>Contains superior vena cava, pulmonary artery, pulmonary veins, pulmonic valve, tricuspid valve, inferior vena cava, right atrium, right ventricle, left ventricle, aortic valve, mitral valve, left atrium, aorta and others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>Contains eyes, ears, brain, mouth, teeth, nose, chin, spinal cord, tonsil, uvula, gullet, meninges, pharynx and others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorax</td>
<td>Contains lungs, diaphragm/pleura, nasopharynx/oral, cavity, trachea/larynx, ribs, capillaries, bronchial tube, windpipe/trachea, chest, esophagus and others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremities</td>
<td>Contains arms, elbows, hands, wrists, shoulders, hips/thighs, fingers, thumbs, legs, knees, toe, vertebral column, neck, ankles, breast, back pain, feet and others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integumentary</td>
<td>Skin and associated structures such as hair, nails, sweat glands, and oil glands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary</td>
<td>Kidneys, ureters, urinary bladder, and urethra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproductive</td>
<td>Gonads (testes or ovaries) and associated organs; in females: uterine tubes, uterus, and vagina; in males: epididymis, ductus deferens, prostate gland, and penis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

As the medical industry is going through a paradigm shift from clinician-centered to patient-centered, readily available complete personal medical history is becoming crucial. This will help ensure the three major goals in medical industry: evidence-based treatment, continuity of care, and prevention of medical mistakes. In this paper, we proposed an untethered personal health
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